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The Antiwar Movement. Demonstrate Together.

By Diana Johnstone, February 20, 2023

If the Feb. 19 rally to end the war in Ukraine fails it will not be a success for other antiwar
organizations that disagree with the Libertarian Party. It will only show that internal divisions
can unravel every hope. A bunch of people who disagree with each other on a lot of things
have actually gotten together to organize a big antiwar rally in Washington next Sunday.  I
say, Bravo!

Video: Never Again Is Now Global. Part 3: Breaking the Veil of the Real Conspirators

By Vera Sharav and Children’s Health Defense, February 20, 2023

Never Again Is  Now Global,”  a  five-part  docuseries highlighting the parallels  between Nazi
Germany  and  global  pandemic  policies.  Each  one-hour  episode  focuses  on  recent
testimonies  by  Holocaust  survivors  and  their  descendants  who  discuss  comparisons
between the early repressive stages under the Nazi regime that culminated in the Holocaust
and global COVID-19 policies.

Who Really Started the Ukraine Wars?

By Ted Snider, February 20, 2023

Deconstructing  this  single  conflict  into  its  four  real  wars  may  be  necessary  to  understand
the issues that must be resolved if a negotiated settlement is to be possible.

African American Resistance in the Rural South from the Great Depression to World War II
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By Abayomi Azikiwe, February 20, 2023

During  October  1929,  the  United  States  economic  system  was  plunged  into  an
unprecedented  depression  where  tens  of  millions  were  thrown  out  of  work  and  their
homes. In the South, the African American people living in major cities, small towns and
rural areas were impacted more than any other demographic inside the country.

132 Canadian Doctors Have Died Suddenly or Unexpectedly Since COVID-19 Vaccine Rollout

By Dr. William Makis, February 20, 2023

Overall Canadian physician mortality in 2022 was 53% higher than 2019, however, as with
all excess mortality data in highly COVID-19 vaccinated jurisdictions, this mortality is heavily
skewed towards the younger age groups, with the youngest doctors – medical students or
medical residents under age 30 dying at a 900% higher rate in 2022, compared to the
2019/2020 average.

President Raisi in Beijing: Iran-China Strategic Plans Go Full Throttle

By Pepe Escobar, February 20, 2023

The visit of Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi to Beijing and his face-to- face meeting with
counterpart  Xi  Jinping  is  a  groundbreaking  affair  in  more  ways  than  one.  Raisi,  the  first
Iranian  president  to  officially  visit  China  in  20  years,  led  an  ultra  high-level  political  and
economic delegation, which included the new Central Bank governor and the Ministers of
Economy, Oil, Foreign Affairs, and Trade.

NYT: US Intelligence Helping Ukraine Kill Russian Generals

By Al Mayadeen, February 20, 2023

The newspaper’s sources declined to specify how many Russian generals had been killed
with US assistance. But Ukrainian officials claim they have killed 12 Russian generals on the
front lines, “a number that has astonished military analysts,” the NYT said, adding that the
US is said to prohibit itself from providing intelligence on Russia’s “most senior” military
leaders to Kiev.

German Media Discusses Pfizer Vaccine Trial Fraud. Will “COVID Reckoning” Follow?

By Igor Chudov, February 20, 2023
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I  am pleasantly  surprised to  see the mainstream German publication Die  Welt  openly
asserting that clinical trials of the “Pfizer COVID vaccine” were rife with fraud. (paywall-free
German language link, PDF with English translation) What a change!

Swedish Prosecutors Destroyed Assange Documents

By Kevin Gosztola, February 20, 2023

Swedish prosecutors destroyed copies of email correspondence related to the extradition
case  against  WikiLeaks  founder  Julian  Assange,  according  to  Italian  journalist  Stefania
Maurizi.  The  documents  were  destroyed  while  Maurizi  was  litigating  her  freedom  of
information request, making it “highly suspicious.”

Russian Diplomats Issue Dire Warnings that War with US Is Close

By Kyle Anzalone and Will Porter, February 20, 2023

The Kremlin’s top diplomat has warned that Western involvement in Ukraine is nearing “the
point  of  no  return,”  accusing  the  United  States  and  the  NATO bloc  of  attempting  to
transform the country into a “Russophobic military stronghold.” Meanwhile, Moscow’s UN
envoy declared that all of Russia’s “red lines” have already been crossed.
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